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This month’s Club Night Fly-in

By the time you read this, some you

will have been to at least one of the

Club’s regular Wednesday evening fly-ins.

This coming Wednesday will be no

different. John Hamer will notify you by

e-mail whether or not there will be a fly-in

and of the venue and any specific local

requirements. If you know of a member

who would like to fly in to one of these

events and who is not on e-mail please

pass the information on to them as soon

as you can.

When attending a fly-in, whether it be

organised by the Club or anyone else,

please remember that you are a

privileged guest at their strip. Adhere

strictly to any instructions about circuits

and “no fly” areas. There are still people

out there who take exception to aircraft

in general and who need no excuse to

cause trouble. Inconsiderate flying by you

might result in that strip being closed

down - an inconvenience for you but a

tragedy for the owner. Enjoy your

flying, fly safely and responsibly.

Quote of the Month

“Nobody who gets too damned

relaxed builds up much flying

time.” — Ernest K. Gann

Fly-in reports

Windrush Fly-In 5 May 2010 by Dick

Osler

Well, the first week in May and we had

our first fly-in at a new venue,

Windrush! The weather was a bit murky

and the cloudbase was pretty low but

quite acceptable for local flights. John

Hamer had managed to contact the

available club members and we had

fourteen aircraft turn up, as well as some

members who drove in.

John and Sue Davis were in charge of the

cooking, so an ample supply of

hamburgers and hotdogs were

forthcoming.

RAF Windrush (as it was known) has a bit

of history behind it. It was a flying training

station which opened in 1940, and closed

in 1945. Initially set up as a relief landing

ground for RAF Chipping Norton, it later

came under the control of RAF Little

Rissington. A memorial at the church in

Windrush village describes Sergeant Pilot

Bruce Hancock RAFVR, who downed a

German Heinkel Bomber by ramming it

with his unarmed Avro Anson. Situated

just outside the Brize Norton Zone to the

north, the airfield is 570 ft AMSL and the

current runway orientation is

approximately N-S with an uphill slope
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towards the north. Since the war, the

airfield has been used by light aircraft and

for parachuting.

There are several original buildings still in

good condition including the control tower

which has been renovated, and boasts a

fitted kitchen. There is a self contained

clubroom within the Control Tower with

seating and tables, not to mention good

loo facilities!

Aircraft flown in were noted as:
G-CDFM XAir  Bill Keel-Stocker
G-BRXE Taylorcraft BC12D Bruce Morgan and
Wendy
G-CCBK  Eurostar Bernard Waycott
G-CCSX  Sky Ranger Trevor Jackson
G-CCJT   Sky Ranger  Myron and Mike
G-CCUT  Eurostar Dick Osler
G-MIKI     Rans S6 Steve Slade
G-CBNZ   Hi-Max Andrew John
G-CFNO  Skyranger Swift Jim Taylor/Sarah
G-CCNR  Skyranger Andy Lewis
G-CCFZ   Icarus Bruce Drake/Steve Sykes
G-BZDC   Blade Ed Wells/Pete Smith
G –CDXY Kitfox 7 Dave and Sue Steade
G-CECF   Escapade John Hamer and
Monica Bayle

Members who drove in included: Brian

Finch, Bob Hinds, John and Sue Davis,

and Nick Hancock. Thank you to Roy

Limbrick the landowner, John and Sue

Davis for the catering and John Hamer

for setting it up. We also had a new

member joining last night. A welcome to

the SVMC goes to Trevor Jackson from

Chase Farm. If I have missed anybody off

the list, please accept my apologies (put

it down to an ageing mind)! It was really

great to see such a good turnout for the

first event of the ‘summer season’. Hope-

fully, this will be the first of many to come!

Windrush 2 by Bruce Morgan

Although the skies were grey and

overcast with a cold northerly breeze

around thirty members and friends

arrived at Windrush airfield by air and

road to be greeted by our host Mr.Roy

Limbrick and the aroma of Sue and Johns

bar-B-Q

After a very grotty winter with little flying

it was really good to get out and about to

enjoy the company of like-minded friends,

the first of many we hope. Many many

thanks to Sue,John and family for

supplying the Bar-B-Q and the very tasty

and welcome supper.

We would also like to thank Mr.Roy

Limbrick for allowing us to use his super

airfield and maybe we could visit again

soon.

Over Farm 12th May by Dick Osler

Two weeks into the fly-in season and

guess what? We had another fly-in,

this time at Over Farm. The weather

looked a bit threatening initially, with

Gloucester Airport reporting Cumulo-

Nimbus around the area. However, by

1800 the weather started to settle down

and we arrived en-mass to sample the

delights of Monica’s cooking. We were

really spoilt for choice and everyone went

away filled to capacity and hoping that

they could trade fuel for weight!

Despite the fly-in being almost a ‘home

venue’, we still had 12 aircraft actually

fly-in for the feast. These came from

Hawling, Chase Farm, Defford, Eastbach,

Over Farm Line up
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Shobdon and other privately owned

locations.

Registrations of those that flew in were:

G-MIKI, G-DEBT, G-BYSY, G-CBNZ,

G-BRXE, G-CLIN, G-CCBK, G-BDHK,

G-CCNR, G-CDXY, G-CCSX, G-CDFM

Additionally, several club members drove

in, including yours truly, who didn’t like

the look of the weather initially. Once

again, if I have missed anyone out from

the visitors list, please accept my

apologies. We also raised £35 for Robbie

Keene’s Gloucester Old Spot Charity, so

thank you to all that contributed. Thank

you Monica for the superb culinary

delights and thank you John for the

organisation. Fingers crossed for next

week!

Incidentally, during the fly-in, Nick

Heyward arrived at Over Farm towing a

trailer complete with new aircraft (G-

NICS a Skyranger Swift). . I believe that

at the time of press, Nick is getting his

Skyranger Swift tested and permitted for

flight. Best of luck Nick. We look forward

to an article from you regarding the

building and test flying of your new

aircraft!

Aware in action by Andrew John

No doubt those of us who visited

Windrush airstrip for our opening

fly-in had planned their arrival in the full

knowledge of the proximity of the Brize

Norton CTZ and the risk of infringement

even by a few hundred metres.

This was a great opportunity to allow my

new Aware airspace warning device to

prove the claims made for it. As you may

have seen I have it mounted just above

eye level in the cockpit requiring just a

flick of the eye to read it without any

head movement, which helps. The

audible warning bleeps can be heard

above the engine noise and a close fitting

headset, though there is a headphone

jack facility if you have one. The touch

screen, showing a 1:500,000 CAA chart

(250,000 optional) which can be

enlarged or reduced, also gives current

position details and altitude. Touching

the a/c symbol relocates the cursor from

a relative to current position and the

chart can be scrolled by touching the

direction required. An emergency screen

gives information of transponder and

radio frequencies also your current

position and heading.

The system is designed to give ten

minutes warning of restricted airspace

and .5 NM for obstacles and a vertical

warning buffer of 500ft above or below

restricted airspace in your current

position. When the unit emits three loud

bleeps, the airspace affected (normally

outlined in green, see picture) turns red.

Should you enter the restricted airspace

the unit will emit two long loud bleeps

and a red information box shows on the

bottom of the screen with details.

So how does this all work in practice?

Without doubt I found the combination of

visual and audible information an

excellent combination without being a
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distraction. The touch screen works well

and the unit is compact enough to fit into

my somewhat restricted cockpit space.

In the circumstances, where we could not

have been operating much closer to

controlled airspace, I felt confident that I

was Aware of my position and could

therefore concentrate on flying the

approach.

I am glad I waited for this system to

come along at a price that I could afford

and for the valuable information it gives

me to fly more safely.

Incidentally, the picture of the screen

was taken in my kitchen, hence the co-

ordinates!

Popham 2010 by Dick Osler

The Microlight Trade Fair at Popham

was upon us once again and, with the

threat of inclement weather, we decided

to go by road (Jim Taylor, Budge and

myself). We went on Saturday 1 May,

because the weather was expected to

deteriorate even more on the Sunday.

If I think back to previous times, aircraft

that had flown-in were parked either side

of the 08/26 runway as well as the

spacious area east of the 03/21 runway.

On this occasion however, it seemed that

a lot of people had heeded the warning,

and there seemed a conspicuous absence

of airframes. Plenty of people chose to

drive in however, so the event seemed to

be reasonably well subscribed.

What was on display? Nothing really new

to be honest. Flylight Aviation was

displaying the Skyranger Swift and the

latest addition to the Skyranger stable,

the Ninja. This looks really classy, with a

GRP fuselage instead of fabric. The

cockpit interior has been worked on and

has some excellent seats. The wingspan

has been increased slightly to

accommodate the obligatory winglets.

From a flexwing perspective, the Air

Creation Tanarg and the SSDR Dragonfly

were being marketed.

The X-Air Hawk 912 will soon become

available from the Wessex Light

Aeroplane Company. The major selling

points are its folding wings, adjustable

seats, 80 M take off run and 70 M landing

run. It has a design cruise speed of 95

mph.

It was difficult to gauge if the interest in

the Ninja and the X-Air Hawk will actually

translate into orders but I suspect not.

P & M Aviation were taking orders for the

QuikR flexwing. There was some spirited

formation flying of 3 QuikR’s in the

afternoon, especially during the blustery

conditions.

Escapade Aircraft were displaying the

single seat Escapade Kid which should

appeal to the SSDR market.

Grass Strip Aviation is almost within

touching distance now in getting their

Fokker Eindecker airborne. Once again,

lots of interest was shown in this aircraft.

There was an excellent flying display by

a privately owned example and, despite

Xair Hawk

Skyranger NinjaSkyranger Ninja
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the sometimes blustery conditions, it

seemed to handle this rather well.

Cosmik Aviation was marketing the

Eurostar SL version.

Gyrocopter Aviation still generates a

huge amount of interest. There are some

real classy machines now, but they are

prohibitively expensive to mere mortals!

One sad note, was a crash of an

immaculate Foxbat, when on the

approach to 03. It is believed that the

occupants were uninjured, and the cause

of the crash was unknown.

Permit Renewals

Renewing the annual permit for your

aircraft can be somewhat stressful.

The BMAA, on their new website, have

produced a series of guides/documents

which members might find useful as they

give information that pilots seem to

struggle to find at permit renewal time.

Click on the following link:-

http://www.bmaa.org/news_item.php?w

nID=2075

Eyeball odyssey. 10/05/2010 by Ed

Wells

So whilst I’m off work with this broken

back I thought I’d try and fix some

other outstanding problems. My eyes

were perfect until I hit mid forties then

their ability to short focus started to drop

off, the resulting headaches from

computer work forced me to take on the

hideously inconvenient glasses. My long

sight still tests at 20/20 so that’s still

good. To me there is a flaw in giving up

and wearing glasses. You start ok but the

eyes then get worse / lazy because they

don’t need to focus any more – but this

is all retrospective rambling. Glasses are

a pain, lasering is getting cheaper and I

want to be perfect once again… So here

is the rather odd story.

Melanie (long suffering spouse) and I

went for laser assessment at two clinics,

she is short sighted and qualifies for the

correction to perfect long vision – but she

will then need glasses for reading. I have

perfect long sight and the available

options for me are less straight forward.

The laser treatments for this are not

available yet as there is no mileage in a

single focal length correction which will

be rendered useless as age increases. So

the answer appears to be ‘mono vision’.

This option leaves the dominant right eye

with perfect long vision and corrects the

left eye only. Apparently the brain will

adjust over time to the split signals this

sends through to the brain – in effect

un-coupling the internal programming

which in standard issue uses both eyes to

establish what’s actually happening via

your visual world. Its now getting a tad

complex to understand, so it’s not as easy

as the adverts suggest, well is anything?

So for myself, the treatment they are

working on gives a variable focal length

to be applied to my left eye - which

obviously will have a longer working life.

To see if I can adapt to what is called

‘mono vision’ I am running a single

contact lens trial with a +.75 correction

in my left eye.

The company supplying the trial provide

you with a training session separate to

the prescription / consultation to ensure

you can fit and remove the contact lenses

properly. That was interesting. I went into

a darkened room with a young lady who

showed me a technique for fitting and

removing the lens. I tried and eventually

managed to fit the lens, more by luck than

judgement given the overwhelming blink

reflex as a large finger attempts to poke

your eye out! I went out into Cheltenham

to test drive my mono vision, interesting…
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Long dominant right eye was in charge so

I didn’t fall over anything or anyone –

always a bonus. I looked in shop windows

and could actually read the small print on

sales labels. So apart from feeling there

was something in my eye and a slightly

weird disconnect between the two – the

trial was fine. Back to base for the lens

removal.

Back into the room with my young lady.

Removal is easy she says, just gently

press the lens and slip it sideways off the

iris towards the outer edge - and pinch it

between thumb and forefinger. She

demonstrates and it all works well. Now

me. Holding your lids whilst the blinking

reflex action takes over isn’t easy. I

managed to press the lens and move it

but the pinch failed and it slipped back

into position. Again we tried each time I

failed. She says ‘you do need to press

quite hard or it wont move’. I try again,

my eye is getting sore now. Failed again,

and again in all probably 20 minutes of

self abuse. Time to get the optician back

in. He looked in and repeated the

technique on my left eye. I realised at this

point his pressure on the lens was far less

than the pressure I had already been

using to dislodge the lens. I ask him ‘are

you sure there is a lens in there?’ – ‘oh

yes’ he says. We try again, we fail again

– and again. Christ my eye is sore now.

He puts some anaesthetic in to calm my

eye down as I’m weeping uncontrollably,

we try again, we fail again. He then puts

some dye in the left eye so we can

definitely find and remove the lens. Yes

you guessed it – no bloody lens!  Nearly

an hour I’d spent poking myself in the eye

and scraping my finger across my poor

old eyeball. None of us have any idea

where it went, no idea at all. Off I went

home with a big red eye which took a full

week to calm down. Oh yes - looking

forward tremendously to the next visit…

yea right!

So the next trial day all went better, got

the thing in third or 4th attempt and as if

by fluke managed to get it out. Brilliant -

I’m off under my own steam with my new

lenses for the trial to begin properly.

I waited till Election Day (May 5th) to start

(symbolic disconnecting my eyes in line

with parliament). All went well for two

days but I suspect that I’d left the lens in

too long as my left eye got sore again. I

took it out after the second day and

resolved to give it a rest for a day or so

then start again. But something very

strange had happened. When I didn’t

have a lens in it felt like I did! Even

weirder, when I closed alternate eyes my

right eye is long distance as normal but

my non lens left eye was  actually allowing

me to read properly – no blurring at all.

Brilliant – a miracle!

So thinking about this, has the lens

altered the shape of my eye? It’s possible

but after two days it was still reading ok.

This morning (10th May) I put the lens in

again and can’t see anything through the

left eye unless it’s a book 2 inches from

my eye. I took the lens out and ‘click’ my

eyes are now back in sync both on long

vision and I cant read via my left eye

again. This is a total mystery to me, the

options in my mind are:

· Lost lens floating around my eye –

(after 2 weeks highly unlikely)

· Lens temporarily altered eye shape

allowing it to see (after 2 days

unlikely)

· My less dominant left eye has

received focusing signals directly

from the brain and can actually

achieve close focus on its own when

in mono vision mode as apposed to

the normal slave action supported

from the right dominant eye.

A mystery – to be continued. Appointment

at 9:30 tomorrow.

(Editor’s Note:- Ed mailed me the

following day. Things had returned to

their previous state and it appeared that

he had experienced a one day wonder!)
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New Transport

Our member Steve Slade is always up

for a new challenge. We are used to

seeing him in his tricycle undercarriage

Rans at fly-ins but at the Nationals at the

beginning of April he showed off his new

tricycle undercarriage transport and was

caught on camera by Andrew John. It

looks as if it would be useful to  James

Bond!

Dates for your Diary

29th – 31st May Ultralight Single

Seater Rally (USSR), Sywell, Northants.

Organiser David Bremner  E-mail

dbremner@f2s.com

11th 13th June – Spamfield 2010,

Sandown, Isle of Wight.

www.spamfield.org Organiser John Moore

john@cyberstitch.co.uk

24th – 25th July – The Great

Westonzoyland Scrumpy ‘n’ Cheese

Fly-in. Co-ordinates N5106.60

W00255.58 www.weston-

zoylandflyingclub.co.uk Organiser Mick

Evans mick.evens@mypostoffice.co.uk

26th July – 1st August – Oshcosh

Airventure, Wisconsin, USA.

www.airventure.org

7th – 15th August – European

Microlight Championships, Sywell

Aerodrome, Northants. Contact Keith

Negal 01327 361305

keith.negal@me.com or Rob Hughes

07977 147690 rob@orleton.co.uk

3rd – 5th September – LAA Rally,

Sywell Aerodrome, Northants. Book

your slot on www.sywellaerodrome.co.uk

Contact LAA www.laa.uk.com

For Sale

Flash 2 Alpha 503, 1988, blue trike, wing

only 120 hours, engine 173 hours.

Permit until October 2010, always

hangared rigged, includes trailer on 10"

mini wheels, tools and spares, all for

£3000 offers.  Can be seen at Long

Marston. Phone 01451 860456.
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